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1: The Three Bears Lullaby Â« USC Digital Folklore Archives
Once upon a time Tucked way out in the woods, runaway Jessica Barnes found a tiny cabin after she wrecked her car in
a freak snowstorm. There was nobody home, so she rested in a downy chair that was too big, ate some leftover
macaroni and cheese that was too small, and lay down in a comfortable bed that was just right.

The following is a listing of the stories in the order they appear in the book. Little Red Riding Hood[ edit ]
Based on the popular fairy tale of the same name , this parody includes as its main themes mocking the idea of
anti-" speciesism " and the more radical branches and concepts of feminism such as using the spelling "
womyn " instead of "women" throughout, a pattern that is repeated in other stories in the book , and is one of
the several stories in which the ending is completely altered from the original fairy tale. This comes after, of
course, Red Riding Hood has labeled him as "sexist" and "speciesist" for deciding to try to save Red Riding
Hood by killing the wolf. The wolf, Red Riding Hood, and her grandmother then form an "alternative
household" together. The well-known ending is not entirely changed, but the outcome of it and moral of the
story nonetheless do. The story ends with a pro- nudist twist, with the whole kingdom quickly deciding to
adopt a clothing optional society. The Three Little Pigs[ edit ] A parody of the fairy tale of the same name , in
it the wolves are greedy capitalists and the pigs are natives forced off their land who later become freedom
fighters or "porcinistas", parodying the Nicaraguan party Sandinista National Liberation Front , or Sandinism.
The Big Bad Wolf succumbs to a heart attack. The "porcinistas" slaughter the wolves, take back their lands
and found a utopian socialist democracy in its place, living happily ever after. Rumpelstiltskin[ edit ] A parody
of the classic Rumpelstiltskin story. Angry at the idea that her reproductive rights were almost taken away
from her, she moves to California and starts a birth control clinic and lives happily ever afterâ€”as a "fulfilled,
dedicated single person. Rapunzel[ edit ] A parody of the Rapunzel fairy tale, with a completely different
ending. It features the twist of the prince having connections in the music recording industry ; having heard
her sing, he wants to make her a starâ€”and profit heavily from merchandizing both her voice and her
appearance. He soon convinces the witch that she should agree to the deal and stay on as her manager.
However, Rapunzel, disgusted by the idea of her voice being exploited for capitalist gain, climbs out of the
tower and runs off to become a folk musician who performs for free in a " coffee house ". Cinderella[ edit ] A
parody of the Cinderella fairy tale, with a distinctly feminist and anti- lookist twist. The ending is completely
different from the original fairy tale. However, she is so attractive in her impractical shoes, clothing and
makeup , that every male in the ballroom goes mad for her and a brawl begins that eventually results in the
death of every last one of them. Instead of killing her, however, they remove their own corsets , dresses and
impractical shoes and dance around in their " shifts and bare feet". Goldilocks[ edit ] A parody of the original
Goldilocks and the Three Bears fairy tale, Goldilocks is not a little girl, but rather a greedy rogue biologist
bent on tracking and studying the peaceful anthropomorphic bears to make a splash in the scientific
community. However, the bears note the "chemical" smell of their organic porridge and, suspicious, discover
the traps as well as Goldilocks, who has fallen asleep in the corner of the room while waiting for her targets to
return. The Papa Bear and Mama Bear then brutally kill and consume Goldilocks while the shocked Baby
Bear looks on; it is revealed that the family is vegetarian, though the parents made an exception this time.
Snow White[ edit ] This parody is based on the classic Snow White fairy tale, with numerous satirical twists
for example, the Seven Dwarfs , who are referred to as "vertically challenged men", run a retreat for men
wanting to indulge in "primal" behavior and a completely different ending. It has similar themes to the
Cinderella parody from earlier in the book. As in the original story, the queen pretends to be an old woman
selling apples which, in truth, are poisoned. However, during the course of conversation with Snow White, she
bonds with her. Forgetting that the apple in question was poisoned, she shares it with Snow White and both
fall comatose to the floor. Meanwhile, the dwarfs returnâ€”with the prince. The princeâ€”who in the original
tale would have awakened her with a kiss â€”instead is at the retreat to try and cure his impotence , and,
attracted to the nubile coma victim, requests to have sex with her; at which point the dwarfs decide that the
unconscious Snow White makes a perfect impotence treatment and decide to display her so that they can make
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more money. The queen then declares that the dwarfs are trespassers , and throws them out of her forest. She
and Snow White later open a spa for women on the same spot. A parody of the popular folktale of the same
name , this story largely satirizes frivolous lawsuits. The Frog Prince in here is rather a land developer who
cheated several landlords out of their property and was consequently punished by being turned into a frog.
Once turned back into a human, the developer attempts to get the princess to help him in his greedy schemes
to develop more land, which ends in her killing him. Jack and the Beanstalk[ edit ] A parody of the fairy tale
of the same name. If, through omission or commission, I have inadvertently displayed any sexist , racist ,
culturalist , nationalist , regionalist , ageist , lookist , ableist , sizeist , speciesist , intellectualist ,
socioeconomicist , ethnocentrist , phallocentrist , hetero patriarchalist , or other type of bias as yet unnamed, I
apologize Writing style, common themes and recurring elements[ edit ] The book features many recurring
themes and elements throughout the story. One recurring element is the alternate spellings of "wommon" and "
womyn " instead of "woman" and "women". Additionally, the inclusion of distinctly modern concepts such as
Goldilocks being a rogue biologist , or Red Riding Hood bringing her grandmother mineral water is common
throughout the book, in keeping with the concept of "updating" classic fairy tales for modern times. Another
common element is that many of the previous heroes or villains have had a role reversal , with female villains
usually becoming more enlightened or empowered and befriending the heroine. Female characters with few
exceptions rescue themselves after being similarly empowered and enlightened. The protagonist of each story
purportedly conform to the above-mentioned ideologies to absurd, obsessive levels. The satirical style used
throughout the book, from the introduction to every one of the stories and then some, is that of an overly
cautious, excessively verbose author who so fears offending or maligning any one reader that he is continually
sidetracked and preoccupied by using politically correct or pseudo-politically correct terminology and
phrasing, to the point of ridiculousness and redundancy. However, the book is absent of polemics â€”its
stories are styled only upon a deadpan context of removing of all traditional bias, stereotype and prejudice
from well-known fiction, under the pretense of not warping young minds.
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2: Politically Correct Bedtime Stories - Wikipedia
Once Upon a Time Tucked way out in the woods, runaway Jessica Bames found a tiny cabin after she wrecked her car
in a freak snowstorm. There was nobody home, so she rested in a downy chair that was too big, ate some leftover
macaroni and cheese that was too small, and lay down in a comfortable bed that was just right.

This is in reference to Mervyn LeRoy , the film producer. Once upon a time, in a comical re-creation of the
traditional tale, Goldilocks and the Three Bears , we see a quaint cottage where Papa Bear, Mama Bear, and
Baby Bear live. Having surmised that the porridge is too hot to eat, the Bears decide to take a ride. While
looking in the mirror, Mama dons her hat and turns the mirror over to see how it looks from the back in the
mirror we see a reflection of her back side. As they all head for the door, Baby exits from the small door,
Mama from the medium-sized door, and Papa from the large door. We see them riding through the forest on a
tricycle when Mama and Papa decide to take a break from pedalling, leaving Baby to relentlessly power the
tricycle out of fear of having an accident. And who is home? He says in a deep voice, "Come in Little Red
That outfit lives two miles down the road at the first stop signal! When they arrive, Goldilocks opens the door
as we see the Wolf waiting impatiently in bed, rapping his fingers, for something to happen. Meanwhile, Little
Red Riding Hood is walking through the forest with a basket of goodies for her Grandma. She opens the door
and calls to her grandmother, but she discovers that there is a note pinned to her pillow. The note reads, "Dear
Red: Got tired of waiting. Red immediately goes to the telephone and starts dialing. As sleepy little Golilocks
presumably from eating 3 big bowls of porridge is climbing the stairs, the phone rings. She runs back down
stairs and answers the phone. The three Bears arrive home and scramble to the kitchen table, where they are
surprised to find three empty bowls. From upstairs, we see the Wolf in bed, letting out a big, loud sneeze. The
Bears hear this, and determine there is a robber somewhere in the cottage and all scramble under the table to
hide. Laughing, he opens the door to the bedroom and unclovers the Wolf.
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3: Bear Cake â€¢ Three Bears Bear Rap Lyrics
In Papa Bear's Bed [Judy Christenberry] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Once
upon a time Tucked way out in the woods, runaway Jessica Barnes found a tiny cabin after she wrecked her car in a
freak snowstorm.

One morning, they were all going to have porridge for breakfast. Baby Bear wanted waffles. But when they
took a bite, they got a surprise.. It was too hot to eat! They then went out for a walk over the mountain so the
porridge could cool by the time they got back. Now, in the very same woods at the very same time, there was a
little girl named Goldilocks. She has seen the little house in the woods and wondered who lived inside. She
knocked on the door but no one was inside. She asked if anyone would mind if she took a look inside. As she
walked inside, she smelt something good. It was the porridge the bears left out to cool. His bowl was too hot.
Her bowl was too cold. And she ate it all up. After eating the porridge, she decided to rest her feet. His chair
was too hard! Her chair was too soft! Oh well, she said. All that sitting made her sleepy. Her bed was much
too soft! Soon, the three bears got home. They called out to see if anyone was in there, but no one answered.
They noticed someone has been eating their porridge, sitting in their chair, and sleeping in their bed and she
was still there! Baby Bear shouted that she has her blankey and soon Goldilocks woke up! She ran past the
bears, down the stairs, past the chairs, and out the door. She kept running all the way home. And from that
day, Goldilocks never went inside a house without permission and The Three Bears always locked their door.
Synopsis That Makes Me Mad! Once Upon a Time, there were three happy bears. One day Mama Bear made
some delicious porridge for breakfast, but there was one little problem. It was Hot, Hot Hot! Mama bear
suggested that they take a walk and let it cool down a little. Baby Bear wanted to walk all the way over the
mountain. The door was wide open so she went right in and took a look around. When Goldilocks saw the
three porridge bowls, her tummy started to rumble. His porridge was too hot! Her bowl was too cold!
Goldilocks went into the next room where she found three chairs. She tried to fix the chair, but she was too
sleepy. Goldilocks went into the next room where she found three beds. His bed was too hard! Her bed was
too bouncy! Goldilocks fell fast asleep. But while she was dreaming, the three bears came back from the
mountain to have a bite to eat and rest there tired feet. When The Three Bears came back from their walk, they
went inside to have their breakfast. They noticed that some has been eating their porridge, sitting in their chair,
and sleeping in their bed! That made them angry! Goldilocks was still there. So they decided to exercise. After
exercising, Baby Bear used his words to tell her how he feels. Goldilocks would help him repair the messes
she made. Baby Bear and Goldilocks became good friends.
4: Goldilocks and the Three Bears | Stories for Kids
In Papa Bear's Bed by Judy Christenberry Once upon a time Tucked way out in the woods, runaway Jessica Barnes
found a tiny cabin after she wrecked her car in a freak snowstorm.

5: Fairy Tale Romances â€” All About Romance
Once Upon a Kiss Series. In Papa Bear'S Bed. by Judy Christenberry. Â· 21 Ratings Â· 1 Reviews Â· published Â· 5
editions. Once Upon a Time.

6: In Papa Bear's Bed - Orange County Library System - OverDrive
Get this from a library! In papa bear's bed. [Judy Christenberry].

7: Once Upon a Romance - Girl Games
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The complete series list for - Once Upon a Kiss. Series reading order, cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards,
publishing history, genres, and time period.

8: Goldilocks and the Three Bears | Barney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Once upon a timeTucked way out in the woods, runaway Jessica Barnes found a tiny cabin after she wrecked her car in
a freak snowstorm. There was nobody home, so she rested in a downy chair that was too big, ate some leftover
macaroni and cheese that was too small, and lay down in a comfortable bed.

9: The Bear's Tale - Wikipedia
Once upon a time there were Three Bears, who lived together in a house in the forest. One of them was a little Baby
Bear; and one was a middle-sized Mama Bear, and the third was a great big Papa Bear.
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